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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear editor

We would like to thank you again for your comments. Here is our point-by-point response to comments given.

• Comment on language editing: I'm afraid your manuscript still needs additional language editing. We strongly encourage you to ask a native English speaking colleague to help you copy-edit the paper.

- Accepted, we have tried to revised again accordingly, and we have found a staff member in Mekelle University (Georg Mala, PhD: email: malabelly@yahoo.com), he is a native English speaker and helped us the language editing and made correction accordingly.

• Comments on, Availability of data and materials section

- Accepted and we have only included the following, in this section. "The raw dataset used during the current study is available from the corresponding author on reasonable request"

• Please ensure that when you upload your revised submission that it is in the final form for publication. Please remove any tracked changes, colored text, or highlighting and include only a single clean copy of the manuscript. Should you wish to respond to these revision requests, please include the information in the designated input box only.
- Accepted, we have only uploaded the revised manuscript

Thank you so much for your every round supports, educative comments and suggestions!

Sincerely,